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Agent contact box

1DAY
TRIPS

NO PREVIOUS 
EXPERIENCE NEEDED

PROFESSIONAL, CERTIFIED, HIGHLY MOTIVATED GUIDES

FIRST RATE EQUIPMENT

INSURANCE

Raftrek Adventure Travel
Raftrek day trips are designed for those who wish to fill their day with activity, 
adventure and adrenaline. Raft, kayak, hike or cycle Croatia’s most beautiful places 
within Nature or National Parks. With minimum impact to the environment you 
get to see all the hidden and best preserved parts of our country. The diversity of 
landscapes makes Croatia a magnificent place for all outdoors enthusiasts.

Those who love rafting, kayaking, sea kayaking, trekking or cycling have experienced 
this country usually wonder – how can a land with nature like this be so unknown? 
Let us take you there.

Our team is formed out of various outdoor athletes and enthusiasts from the travel 
industry that have polished their skills for years. We all share a deep passion for 
travel, a respect for the environment and old cultures. Our love towards nature and 
the outdoors made us what we are today. We specialize in outdoor and adventure 
travel, a range of one-day activities or multi-day trips that are a well-balanced 
mixture of nature, activity and culture will make your stay in Croatia even more 
interesting. We do things differently – away from the throngs of mass tourism. 
We’ll challenge you physically, to discover and learn, recognizing that yearning for 
adventure, and that spirit of teamwork. That’s what drives us to pursue the remote 
corners of our amazing country – on foot, with paddle, or any means that immerses 
us in the unforgettable scenery around us.

Recommended on

+385 (0) 91 313 0010
+385 (0) 1 652 1666

info@raftrek.com
www.raftrek.com

AND
CYCLING
SEAKAYAKING

 TRIPS IN SKRADIN AREA 



... sea kayaking is fantastic…
The sea kayaking tour starts in Zablace. After a short introduction to paddling, we start our 
expedition towards the island of Zlarin which is only 2 kilometres from the mainland. 
Paddling along the coast of the island, we come to the town of Zlarin. It is a perfect place for 
a picnic break and some swimming. We slowly finish up our day with paddling among the 
island and the beautiful Sibenik coastline. We have the view of its remarkable fortress on the 
very entrance to the town.

HIGHLIGHTS: Beautiful Sibenik coastline, town fortress

ACTIVITIES: Seakayaking, swimming SEASON: March - November

LOCATION: Google GPS (UMT) 43°42'23.8"N 15°52'04.3"E

DURATION: 4 - 5 h   TRANSFER: On request

MEETING: 09:45 at Obala palih boraca 1, 22030 Zablace

DISTANCE FROM: Zadar 83 km, Split 84 km

INCLUDED: Guide, necessary equipment, insurance

…breathe in the past while cycling around a national park...
There is hardly a better way to get around the area of the Krka River National Park thancycling. This 
cycling route will lead you through Croatian history while enjoying a landscape of forests, hills and 
monuments. Our first destination is the famous 44-meter high Skradinski buk waterfall. Fantastic 
karst formations and travertine waterfalls make it a perfect swimming area. After a short sightseeing 
tour we will cycle to the shores of Visovac Lake. After sightseeing the monastery and the museum, 
the boat will take you back to the shore to continue our cycling tour. Before finishing our cycling day, 
we will make a short swimming break on a beautiful beach. Continuing back to Skradin, we have a 
magnificent ride downhill with a panoramic view of the Prokljan Lake and the town of Skradin.

HIGHLIGHTS: National Park Krka River, Skradinski Buk waterfall,  Visovac island

ACTIVITIES: Cycling, swimming  SEASON: March - November

LOCATION: Google GPS (UMT) 43°49'09.4"N 15°55'21.2"E

DURATION: 4 - 5 h   TRANSFER: On request

MEETING: 10:00 infornt Hotel Skradinski Buk

DISTANCE FROM: Zadar 76 km, Split 93 km

INCLUDED: Guide, entrance to the NP Krka and the island of Visovac, insurance

…warm and clear clean water and low tidal difference…
Our SUP Prokljan Lake trip starts on the beach in Skradin.
After a short introduction to paddling, we start our expedition. We will paddle across the 
Prokljan Lake to the beach in Bilice. Stand up paddling offers a fun, relaxing way to play 
on the water. It delivers a full-body workout so it has become a popular cross-training 
activity. On our way back we will again stop several times for a swim before finishing up 
our kayaking day.

HIGHLIGHTS: The oldest Croatian settlement, 14th century war harbour

ACTIVITIES: SUP, swimming   SEASON: March - November

LOCATION: Google GPS (UMT) 43°49'09.4"N 15°55'21.2"E

DURATION: 4 - 5 h   TRANSFER: On request

MEETING: 10:00 infornt Hotel Skradinski Buk

DISTANCE FROM: Zadar 76 km, Split 93 km

INCLUDED: Guide, necessary equipment, insurance
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